
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GULFSTREAM PARK SELECTIONS 
by JOHN M. GAVER III 

www.thesteampicks.com 
 

2019-2020 Championship Meeting 
Day 71: Saturday, March 7, 2020 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. (Eastern) 

 

2019-2020 Championship Meet Record:  
735-198-127-112: 27% W, 59% ITM

BEST BET: (#7) Krammy Boy (5th race)—4-1 M.L.  
LIVE LONGSHOT: (#2) Express Pharoah (4th race)—9-2 M.L. 
*Note: Selections below are made in order, f irst through fourth* 
 

RACE ONE 
(#6) JUULSTONE: Demonstrated marked improvement in turf debut; nine-furlong trip is on the money 
(#3) MECHA CORTA: Will be much tighter with turf route under his belt; wheeled back off 14 days rest 
(#5) ABRUPT: Green in bow, didn’t have a great trip in last outing, tighter in second off shelf; 10-1 M.L. 
(#4) SEIZE THE HAY: 9F tricky out of box; TAP wins at 14% clip w/ stock making debut at 8F & beyond 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-5-4 
 

RACE TWO 
(#7) CREATIVE AWARD: Outfit hits at an eye-catching 64% strike rate off the claim—back fresh, drops  
(#2) LAPIS STORM: No kick in the slop at Gulfstream last time, will break running; sitting on sharp work 
(#5) SHES ONE MAD MOMMA: She hasn’t been off the board in past three starts on this class level 
(#1) SIZZLING ROMA: Pressed quick splits, spit the bit for an $8K tag in last start; fuels the early pace? 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-5-1 
 

RACE THREE 
(#4) THREE DEEP: Improved in dirt return when equipped with blinkers; hooks a light crew on the rise 
(#3) EXPRESS BOY: Bred top and bottom to love the surface change to dirt; route-to-sprint appealing 
(#6) SPEEDY HANS: Caught next-out winners in first two starts, takes significant drop in class; 9-2 M.L. 
(#2) NINETYDAYSOFWINTER: Toss last—slammed at the start; squeezed at start in penultimate race 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-6-2 
 

RACE FOUR 
(#2) EXPRESS PHAROAH: Improved in turf bow, makes third start of current form cycle; value on tote?  
(#5) TAPALOOF: Was improving before he was stopped on, gets blinkers today—start away from best? 
(#6) AMANO: Barn wins at healthy 25% clip with stock making debut at a mile & beyond; solid work tab 
(#3) SCANNO: Tries 9-panels for the first time but tends to be bankrupt in the final furlong—stalks pace 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-6-3 
 

RACE FIVE 
(#7) KRAMMY BOY: Toss last at eight-furlong trip—got carried wide, cuts back today; 4-1 on the M.L. 
(#4) CABRE: Horse for the course has won four-of-five in Hallandale Beach—has effective tactical speed 
(#1) COLORMEPOMPOM: Bankrupt final furlong at 4-5 in last outing—first start off claim for new barn 
(#5) GEMOLOGISTER: Wide post, trip hurt his chances in last; gets extra sixteenth to work with today 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-1-5 
 

RACE SIX 
(#2) BRIDOLOGIST: Hooks light crew on debut for $50,000 price tag; razor-sharp work tab for Pompay  
(#7) PUTIN ONLINE: Bay is bred top and bottom to relish surface change to dirt; slides in for $50K tag 
(#1) THREE HOMBRES: No factor in green debut but has been gelded since, drops in class—8-1 M.L. 
(#5) BOURBON STREET: Cuts back to three-quarter mile trip off claim—has some upside in third start 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-1-5 



 
 

RACE SEVEN 
(#2) CHARGE IT JENN: She’s in good form, tough beat on this level at 17-1 in last; Prado stalks pace 
(#4) LA INCONDICIONAL: 7-wide at the eighth-pole, won going away in last; hooks “3 lifetime” foes 
(#3) RUN BLONDIE RUN: Second on this level when last seen at the races six-months ago; fires fresh? 
(#1) LIBERALE (FR): Taken out of game early after getting bumped at the start in last; third off a layoff 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-3-1 
 

RACE EIGHT 
(#2) GIOCARE: $300,000 Curlin colt will be tighter with a dirt route under belt; improvement in cards 
(#6) DON BOURBON: Heading the eight way for Wilkes, placed in three-of-five starts—has early lick 
(#5) BEAR ALLEY: Half-bro to the G2 turf winner Maraud, he cost $525,000; two-turn trip is on point 
(#4) SILVER MAKER: Half-brother to G1 winning router Eskimo Kisses, cost 6-figs; two-turns on target 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-5-4 
 
RACE NINE—Silks Run Stakes 
(#4) SHEKKY SHEBAZ: Brutal trip, beaten a length for the money in the key prep—is reunited with Irad 
(#2) CAROTARI: Beat Shekky Shebaz on the square in last, current form is salty—is handy, has Jaramillo 
(#6) FIELDER: Finished on the bridle despite having a poor trip in the World Of Trouble Stakes—tighter 
(#1) ARCHIDUST: Has annexed two of past three starts off the shelf—a two-time stakes winner in 2019 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-6-1 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7) JUST KIDDING: Game second against similar sock in last outing—third start of current form cycle 
(#8) PANGO: Fits on this level, liking the wide post draw out of the chute; placed in 4-of-5 on dirt at GP  
(#5) GRAY BEAU: Placed in past two on this level, caught sloppy strip in last; wants, gets fast track here 
(#6) LIL COMMISSIONER: Has won two of past four but seems to be more effective around two-turns 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-5-6 
 
RACE ELEVEN—Captiva Island Stakes 
(#5) GIRLS KNOW BEST: Is very fast, will be double-tough with late scratch of Jean Elizabeth; wire job  
(#9) KEOTA: Two lengths off the top choice in key prep while ascending the ladder—reunited with Irad 
(#4) BOHEMIAN BOURBON: Is stakes-placed sprinting on turf at Saratoga—back off six-month layoff 
(#1) CHARMAINE’S MIA: Had to steady at three-eighths pole, was beaten 5.5 lengths in the key prep 
SELECTIONS: 5-9-4-1 
 
RACE TWELVE 
(#3) DREAMS ARE MADE: Gray will love the two-turn stretch-out, cost half a million; third off the shelf  
(#10) BERING STRAIT: Yet to put forth a poor effort on the weeds for Pletcher; recent works are sharp 
(#7) NO WAY JOSE (IRE): Game third while wide in stateside debut; posted two “bullet” works since 
(#11) ALL QUALITY: Quality Road filly has never run poorly on “firm” terrain; has a brutal post position 
SELECTIONS: 3-10-7-11 
 
 
LATE PICK 5 TICKET  
Races 8-12/ Gulfstream Park, Saturday, March 7, 2020 
50-cent play=$32—Post time: 3:38 P.M. (Eastern) 
Race 8: (#2) Giocare (#6) Don Bourbon—2 
Race 9: (#2) Carotari (#4) Shekky Shebaz—2 
Race 10: (#5) Gray Beau (#6) Li l  Commissioner (#7) Just Kidding (#8) Pango—4 
Race 11: (#5) Girls Know Best—1 
Race 12: (#3) Dreams Are Made (#7) No Way Jose ( Ire) (#10) Bering Strait (#11) All  Quality-4 
 


